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With the globalization of banking services, the increase of trading volume, the 
increasingly complex trading tools and trading strategies, there are more and more the 
types of risk faced by banks.The most problem of bank is data scattered different link, 
need lots of manprower to deal with, meanwhile coupled with lots of mistake, top 
priority, and needed a system who can integration these data.This dissertation will use 
sysyem method to draw, process, analysis from production system. 
The Main jobs of this dissertation reflect following aspects: 
1. Through the use of “System method to improve the loan risk control” for the 
bank to process and analyze the information of risk, and to manage the comprehensive 
implementation in the actualization and application of the loan risk control. The 
establishment of regular monitoring warning modules and the supervision of warning 
risks decision modules are helping to achieve the stable and the process of risk 
management; 
2. The growing supply of the advanced electronization and networked, to ensure 
that the processing of regular service and network, and to build six Sigma bank risk 
management system; 
3. Based on the offer of convenience, and pay attention to the development of 
information platform, bank should aim to reduce involved administrative costs and 
keep the concept "management efficiency” in the mind. Focuses on the application 
and realization of loan risk control, try to improve risk management efficiency, cost 
reduction, lower error ration, provide powerful technical support and data reference. 
Since the system used, system supervise and analysis loan data and financial 
statements, automatically generate surveillance list, automatically place on files. To 
strengthen the risk management and decision, improve the system of risk control. That 
is a technical innovation in the bank, and puts forward a series of progressive methods 
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